
Challenge: Breaking 100
Day | Date | Time | Price

Ready to consistently break 100 and unleash
your full golf potential? Join our
comprehensive, weekly group clinics and
monthly events, thoughtfully designed to
empower you in achieving the golfing goals
you desire. Our structured curriculum,
combined with expert guidance, will help you
master the key aspects of your golfing journey,
ensuring you reach your desired goals.

Contact the Club for more information!
000.000.0000 | first.last@invitedclubs.com



Challenge: Breaking 80
Day | Date | Time | Price

Ready to consistently break 100 and unleash
your full golf potential? Join our
comprehensive, weekly group clinics and
monthly events, thoughtfully designed to
empower you in achieving the golfing goals
you desire. Our structured curriculum,
combined with expert guidance, will help you
master the key aspects of your golfing journey,
ensuring you reach your desired goals.

Contact the Club for more information!
000.000.0000 | first.last@invitedclubs.com



Challenge: Breaking 80
Day | Date | Time | Price

Ready to consistently break 100 and unleash
your full golf potential? Join our comprehensive,
weekly group clinics and monthly events,
thoughtfully designed to empower you in
achieving the golfing goals you desire. Our
structured curriculum, combined with expert
guidance, will help you master the key aspects of
your golfing journey, ensuring you reach your
desired goals.

Contact the Club for more information!
000.000.0000 | first.last@invitedclubs.com



Challenge: Breaking 75
Day | Date | Time | Price

Ready to consistently break 100 and unleash
your full golf potential? Join our comprehensive,
weekly group clinics and monthly events,
thoughtfully designed to empower you in
achieving the golfing goals you desire. Our
structured curriculum, combined with expert
guidance, will help you master the key aspects of
your golfing journey, ensuring you reach your
desired goals.

Contact the Club for more information!
000.000.0000 | first.last@invitedclubs.com



Challenge: Breaking 75
Day | Date | Time | Price

Ready to consistently break 100 and unleash
your full golf potential? Join our comprehensive,
weekly group clinics and monthly events,
thoughtfully designed to empower you in
achieving the golfing goals you desire. Our
structured curriculum, combined with expert
guidance, will help you master the key aspects of
your golfing journey, ensuring you reach your
desired goals.

Contact the Club for more information!
000.000.0000 | first.last@invitedclubs.com


